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Project Summary

This project aims to address the biases that perpetuate a teaching of architecture as a practice of

domination; from a global scale that addresses our environmental footprint and human exceptionalist

attitudes; to that of the materials we specify in projects and select in model-making; to the practices of

domination that playout in the classroom through project reviews and discussions; where students and

minority-faculty are subjected to patriarchal norms that regurgitate the status quo of a mostly male and

mostly white dominated profession.

● What have you accomplished this semester as a CTL Fellow?

CONFERENCE: With/In Environments

The main focus this Spring was the organizing of a conference called With/In Environments that took

place in April. It was a 4 day conference that wove paper presentations, with projects from design

students, to Musical performances, and culminating with a hike in Cold Spring.

In the conference we asked:

➔ How should we make sense of our practices and our relations to those with whom we share our

surroundings?

➔ How can we re-situate the human with/in the environment?

➔ Do we have the right tools to guide these investigations?

➔ How might architecture look beyond itself to better bring Environment, and thus the world, into

view?

I designed the website and uploaded content for the conference:

https://withinenvironments2022.weebly.com/

https://withinenvironments2022.weebly.com/
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The conference poster and flyer was composed with a drawing made by my Degree Project Student (who

were paid for their contribution).

NEW WEBSITE: PEEP

In the works is a website which I want to use to centralize the goals and outcomes of the project,

including student and faculty feedback, discussions and outcomes of future surveys. The site emerged

from the question: can we Practice Ecological Equitability at Pratt?

GOOD PRACTICES GUIDE

I plan to further develop a document, also in the works of “good practices” that collects the feedback

provided by students and faculty regarding what makes an equitable studio practice.

● What did you learn, what are your important takeaways so far?

I realized two important aspects over the Spring: firstly, that the feedback I have been getting and

observations of studio practice and reviews needs to have a centralized way of being communicated,

beyond just metrics that result from a feedback form. Secondly, I realized that it is not good to focus on

student feedback at the end of a busy semester. It has been challenging to get feedback in the numbers

needed, as mostly students are focusing on completing their work. I have therefore decided to approach

students fresh right before the Fall semester begins, and focus on structuring a website where I can

communicate succinctly with faculty and students the goals of the project and how their feedback is

going to be shared.
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● Do you feel like you accomplished the goals you’ve set for yourself? Please explain.

The Spring has not yielded the results I wanted mostly due to time constraints and investment in the

conference.  I also just saw how busy it was for everyone and did not want to add to the stress on faculty

and students right before review time. However, it has given me the time to reframe the questions asked

in this CTL project, and I am excited about the website PEEP!

● How will your project continue, evolve or change in the next semester?

Summer goal: publish website (currently underway)

PEEP: Practice Ecological Equitability at Pratt

Peep website content:

Good practices guide

student and faculty & staff input

Fall goals:

● With the website completed, approach students with a 4-question form

● develop a “Good Practices Guide” with the input of Pratt community, starting with students.

Expected outcomes, and success in the fellowship goals would entail:

● address how students prepare for reviews to expect a relationship of care rather than

domination and power dynamics.

● Give agency to students and faculty to “call in” white heteropatriarchal behaviors

● Have a student group to discuss these issues among students


